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A number of questions have been received by Environmental Health and Safety related to
communications on required training that is due by December 1, 2013. This Q&A compilation,
along with your review of the below Safety Training Checklist Matrix, should address many
questions. If not, the contacts listed at the end of this document can be consulted. Our
apologies for any confusion related to our efforts to achieve the necessary training in the most
efficient manner, which remains our goal.
Please review the Safety Training Checklist Matrix below, before viewing the subsequent
questions and answers. You may find your questions are answered with this document.

If you are an administrative person, defined as anyone who does not use chemicals or work
with hazardous equipment or processes, you need do nothing unless you are a supervisor. In
that case, simply review your safety responsibilities (Click on link).
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Those who have completed the Manager’s Safety Orientation Checklist and the appropriate
Hazard Communication training after February 1, 2013 do not need to repeat this training. All
persons who use hazardous materials must complete the appropriate hazardous waste training
module, unless completed after October 1, 2013, as these modules are newly developed.
Please remember to have ALL new employees, student workers, and volunteers complete the
Manager’s Safety Orientation Checklist when they begin employment.

Q&A List
Q. One of the Training Modules is Entitled Manager’s Safety Orientation Checklist. Does this
mean only Managers need to complete it?
A. The Managers Safety Orientation Checklist is for all personnel to complete when they are
first hired. The title is intended to remind participants that at least part of the checklist
completion process should involve the employee’s supervisor. For those who require
retraining, it is best to meet as a group with the supervisor to review the form. However,
each person needs to complete the Manager’s Safety Orientation Checklist online so the
training can be electronically recorded.
Q. I am an “administrative person” who, according to your definition, does not work with
chemicals, hazardous equipment, or hazardous processes. What do I need to do?
A. Minimum requirements for existing administrative personnel who meet your description
need do nothing with regard to this training. If you are a manager or supervisor, you need
only review the NC State Safety policy.
Q. I am an NC State employee with a county extension assignment, who is located at a
county office. What do I need to do?
A. You need to do the same things as described for a campus employee. Supervisors review
their safety responsibilities via the NC State Safety Policies document. Individuals working
with chemicals in the field must review the hazard communication module and the non-lab
hazardous waste training module. You will need to follow the local practices and complete
any training offered through the county regarding safety as well.
Q. When I complete a training module, what do I do with the records?
A. When you complete the Managers Safety Orientation Checklist, any of the hazard
communication modules and quiz, and either of the hazardous waste training modules and
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quiz, your training is recorded electronically. Some of the modules generate
communications to your manager that training is complete and generate a form that you
can file in your department personnel folder, which is good practice. However, the
electronic record is the official record for the university, so use of paper forms for
department documentation can be omitted, based on your department’s preference.
Q. As a supervisor, how do I check to see if my personnel have completed the required
training?
A. Visit the EHS Training Archive Records webpage to select the safety training records lookup
feature. Each supervisor can search their employee by name to review their training. The
training titles as they are listed in the database are:
1. Managers Safety Training Checklist
2. HAZARD COMMUNICATION or Chemical Hygiene Plan
*the employee would need to take one or the other (persons who work in labs should
take Chemical Hygiene Plan training, others who work with chemicals outside of labs
take Hazard Communication). If an employee does both, take Chemical Hygiene Plan
training.
3. Lab Waste Mgmt Training (otherwise known as Hazardous Waste Management Module)
Q. I’ve taken some of this training before, why do we need to repeat it?
A. Over time, new regulations have been enacted. Our training modules have been updated to
cover the new information. Also, the hazardous waste training modules are very new and
contain expanded information to help your department and the University avoid regulatory
violations and associated monetary penalties. This is an area which is frequently inspected
by personnel from state and federal regulatory authorities.
In addition to the training requested at this time, please remember to have ALL new
employees, student workers, and volunteers complete the Managers’ Safety Orientation
Checklist when they begin employment.
For additional assistance or questions, please contact Scott Mabry or Ken Kretchman

